Compare Board Receiver

**EC_CHAN**
- CHANNEL
  - VIN+
  - VIN-
  - UNPLUG_THRESH
  - MULT_THRESH

**BR_CHAN**
- CHANNEL
  - VIN+
  - VIN-
  - UNPLUG_THRESH
  - MULT_THRESH

**J1**
- RJ45
  - 123
  - 127
  - 126
  - 128

**BR_MULT_THRESH**

**EC_MULT_THRESH**

**UNPLUG_THRESH**

**BR_VIN+**
- BR_VIN-
- BR_VRCV
- BR_ENABLE
- BR_SUM

**EC_VIN+**
- EC_VIN-
- EC_VRCV
- EC_ENABLE
- EC_SUM
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**RJ45**
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